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Domain wall superconductivity in ferromagnetic superconductors
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On the basis of a phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau approach we investigate the problem of triplet order
parameter nucleation in a ferromagnetic superconductor with a domain structure in an applied external mag-
netic field. The critical temperature of the superconductivity nucleation is shown to increase near the domain
boundaries and to have a peculiar field dependence. Our results are also applied to a description of the
superconductivity localized near the domain wall inS/F heterostructures.
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The problem of the coexistence of superconducting
magnetic orderings has been studied for several decades~see,
e.g., Refs. 1, and 2 for review!. One can distinguish two
basic mechanisms responsible for the interaction of a su
conducting order parameter with magnetic moments in
ferromagnetic state:~i! the electromagnetic mechanism~in-
teraction of Cooper pairs with magnetic field induced
magnetic moments!, which was first discussed by Ginzburg3

in 1956, and~ii ! the exchange interaction of magnetic m
ments with electrons in Cooper pairs. The revival of inter
in the fundamental questions of magnetism and the coe
ence of superconductivity has been stimulated by the re
discovery of ferromagnetic superconductors UGe2 ~Refs.
4,5! and URhGe~Ref. 6! where superconductivity appears
the presence of a large exchange field which obviously
cludes singlet superconducting pairing. Note that in UG2

the superconductivity and ferromagnetism disappear simu
neously with a pressure increase. Such a behavior was
plained in Refs. 7 and 8 in the framework of the theory
singlet superconductivity mediated by electron interact
via a localized spin. However, the subsequent discovery
superconductivity in URhGe below 0.3 K in ferromagne
phases which have a Curie temperatureQ59.5 K made the
singlet scenario of superconductivity rather improbab
Therefore, we will assume a case of triplet ferromagne
superconductivity.

The concrete structure of the unconventional order par
eter in these systems is a subject of intensive discussion9–12

and, thus, we can conclude that the problem of the choic
a reliable microscopic model for these compounds is s
unresolved. Nevertheless, a number of questions impor
for experimentalists~in particular, the basic features of
magnetic field–temperature phase diagram! can be analyzed
even in the absence of such a microscopic theory, if we s
from the Ginzburg-Landau approach. The presence of
mains is inherent to all ferromagnets of macroscopical siz
and as the superconductivity appears in the ferromagn
phase it is important to study the influence of the domains
the superconducting characteristics of ferromagnetic su
conductors. In this paper we use phenomenological the
for an analysis of the effect of the domains on the criti
temperature of superconducting nucleation.
0163-1829/2003/67~2!/020503~4!/$20.00 67 0205
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For spin singlet superconducting pairing the conditio
for the formation of a superconducting nucleus localized
the domain wall were studied in Ref. 13. Here we focus
the quite different case of triplet pairing which is not d
stroyed by the exchange field. Still the exchange interac
plays an important role even in this scenario: Cooper p
with spin orientations parallel to the magnetization should
energetically more favorable than those with opposite s
orientations. As for the orbital effect~the electromagnetic
mechanism!, its influence on the superconducting orderi
strongly depends on the specific domain structure inside
sample. We restrict ourselves to the most typical situat
when the distance between domain walls is much less t
the sample dimension in the wall plane. This choice allo
us to consider the magnetic induction generated by the
romagnetic moment to be almost uniform inside the d
mains.

In recent years hybridS/F systems have attracted a grow
ing interest due to their large potential for applications.
this connection note that, without taking account of the e
change interaction, the phase diagram of our system sh
be analogous to that of a thin-film structure consisting o
ferromagnetic insulator film~with a magnetization perpen
dicular to the plane and a thickness much larger than
distance between domain walls! and the superconductin
film deposited on it. A similar situation can be obtained w
a metallic ferromagnet when a superconducting film
evaporated on the buffer oxide layer in order to avoid a pr
imity effect. In both cases, with a decrease of the tempera
the superconductivity must first appear just above the
main wall. Our case is somewhere complementary to
situation discussed in Ref. 14, where theS/F hybrid struc-
ture with in plane magnetization was been considered.
such a system the domain wall produces a local field in thS
layer, which locally weakens the superconductivity.

At high temperatures the superconductivity inside the
mains can be completely suppressed due to the orbital ef
Conversely, near the boundary the superconducting nuc
can be still energetically favorable due to a mechani
analogous to the one responsible for the existence ofHc3
critical field for superconducting nucleus near t
superconductor-insulator interface~see, for example, Ref
15!. Thus a change of the magnetization direction which
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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curs at a domain boundary is responsible for a partial
crease of the orbital effect which provides conditions for
formation of localized superconducting nuclei at doma
walls at high temperatures~above the critical temperatur
inside the domains!. Such a localized nucleus can appe
only if we take account of the proximity effect, i.e., consid
that Cooper pairs with a given spin orientation exist on b
sides of the domain boundary. Obviously, the effect of
exchange field mentioned above should suppress the fo
tion of these localized structures, since it produces a shi
the critical temperature for Cooper pairs with different sp
orientations with respect to the magnetic moment. Such
tems can reveal an interesting behavior in an external m
netic field. An external magnetic field applied to our sam
~for simplicity, here we consider only a field applied paral
to the ferromagnetic moment! results in a partial compensa
tion of magnetic induction in one of the domains. As a res
the critical temperature of the superconductor can dep
nonmonotonically on the applied magnetic field. Both t
critical temperature of the superconducting nucleation ins
this domain and the critical temperature of the formation
localized superconductivity should increase up to an exte
field value equal to the magnetic induction induced by
ferromagnetic moment.

Let us choose the coordinate system with thez axis par-
allel to thea direction ~magnetic easy axis!, xib, yic ~see
the notations for crystal axes of UGe2 in Refs. 4, 5!. We
assume that within Ginzburg-Landau~GL! theory the super-
conducting state can be described by two components o
order parameterh2 andh1 , corresponding to Cooper pa
spin orientations parallel and antiparallel to thez direction.
These two components of the order parameter can be vie
for instance, as corresponding to two different on
dimensional irreducible representations of the symme
group of the crystal. Close to the nucleation temperature
fourth-order terms in the GL functional can be neglect
which allows us to introduce the GL free energy density
the formF5F21F1 , where

F65a6uh6u21K1uDyh6u21K1uDzh6u21K2uDxh6u2,
~1!

D5¹22p iA/f0 , a65a6(T2Tc07DTc
exMz /M ), and

the valueDTc
ex characterizes the shift of critical temperatu

due to the exchange mechanism~i.e., for a magnetizationM
chosen in thez direction Tc01DTc

ex is the transition tem-
perature without orbital effect!. Thus we take account of bot
mechanisms responsible for the interaction of the order
rameter with in magnetization:~i! first, the orbital effect of
the magnetic induction~electromagnetic mechanism!, and
~ii ! second, the shift of the superconducting critical tempe
ture due to the exchange interaction of the Cooper pair s
with the ferromagnetic moment. For an external magne
field H applied in thez direction the total magnetic inductio
can be written as follows:B5H14pM . For a single mag-
netic domain we take the magnetizationM in the form M
5zM f (x), wheref (x)5sgn(x) ~we assume that the doma
wall width is much less than the superconducting cohere
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length!. Hereafter we choose the gauge in the formA
5y(4pM uxu1Hx). The linearized GL equations read

K1~Dy
21Dz

2!h61K2Dx
2h62a6h650. ~2!

The momenta along thez and y axes are conserved an
one can search for the solution of Eq.~2! in the form h6

5exp(ikzz1ikyy)C6(x), where the functionC6 should be
found from a solution of the following one-dimension
problem:

2K2

]2C6

]x2
1K1kz

2C61K1

3Sky2
2p

f0
~4pMxf~x!1Hx!D2

C67a6DTc
exf ~x!C6

5a6~Tc02T!C6 . ~3!

Provideda25a15a, the equation forC2 can be ob-
tained from the one forC1 if we changex→2x andH→
2H. Thus we can consider only the solution of the equat
for C1 which has a nontrivial decaying solution for a set
discrete temperaturesT15Tn

1(ky ,kz ,H,M ). Changing the
sign ofH, one can obtain a set of eigenvalues of the equa
for the order parameter componentC2 : T25Tn

1(ky ,kz ,
2H,M ). The highest eigenvalueTc5max@T1,T2# corre-
sponds to the critical temperature of the superconducting
der parameter nucleation. It is obvious thatTc is maximal for
the momentumkz50; hence hereafter we omit the term pr
portional tokz

2 in Eq. ~3!. It is convenient to rewrite Eq.~3!
in the dimensionless form

2
]2C1

]t2
1~ t f ~ t !1ht2t0!2C12t f ~ t !C15EC1 , ~4!

where t5x/L, t05f0ky /(8p2ML), L25AK2 /K1f0 /
(8p2M ), h5H/(4pM ), t5DTc

ex/DTc
orb , E5(Tc02T)/

DTc
orb , and the valueDTc

orb58p2MAK1K2/(af0) charac-
terizes the shift of critical temperature due to the orbi
mechanism. For the caseut0u→` a superconducting nucleu
will appear either in the left or right half-space far from th
domain boundary. In this limit the lowest eigenvalueE
5min@2t1u11hu,t1u12hu# of Eq. ~4! and, hence, the criti-
cal temperature are not disturbed by the presence of the
main boundary. This critical temperatureTc

bulk corresponds
to the order parameter nucleation and to the formation o
vortex state inside the domains. Conversely, for finitet0 val-
ues the superconducting nuclei in different half-spaces c
not be considered separately due to the proximity effect. P
vided the lowest energy level in the resulting potential w
in Eq. ~4! is minimal for a certain finitet0 coordinate, we
obtain a superconducting nucleus localized at the dom
boundary for temperatures aboveTc

bulk . The mechanism re-
sulting in the appearance of such localized nucleus is an
gous to the one responsible for the existence of the sur
superconductivity at the superconductor/insulator bound
for magnetic fieldsHc2,H,Hc3. Indeed, fort50 andh
3-2
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50 the potential wellV(x) in the Schro¨dinger equation@Eq.
~4!# is symmetric@V(x)5V(2x)# and the eigenvalue prob
lem @Eq. ~4!#!can be considered only for the right half-spa
t.0 with the boundary conditionC1

8 (t50)50. For this
particular case the energy minimum corresponds tot0

2

5Emin50.59010.15 An increase in theh and t values will
obviously result in an increasing asymmetry of the w
V(x), and, thus, in the suppression of localized supercond
tivity. Equation~4! can be solved exactly in terms of Web
functions~see Refs. 15,16!:

C15AWS A11ht2
t0

A11h
,
E1t

11hD , t.0, ~5!
u
e
o
th

co
la-

on

le-

02050
l
c-

C15BWS 2A12ht2
t0

A12h
,
E2t

12hD , t,0. ~6!

Here A and B are constants, and the Weber functio
W(s,«) is the solution of the equation

2
]2W

]s2
1s2W5«W, ~7!

with the boundary conditionW(s→1`,«)→0. Matching
these solutions att50 we obtain:
A11hWs
8S 2

t0

A11h
,
E1t

11hD
WS 2

t0

A11h
,
E1t

11hD 52

A12hWs
8S 2

t0

A12h
,
E2t

12hD
WS 2

t0

A12h
,
E2t

12hD . ~8!
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This equation can be solved numerically, which allows
to obtain the functionE(t0 ,h,t). The resulting dependenc
of the critical temperature of superconductivity nucleation
parametersh andt is shown in Fig. 1. One can see that bo
the external field~h! and the exchange interaction (t) sup-
press the localized superconducting nuclei, and the super
ductivity localized on the domain wall exists only at a re

FIG. 1. ~a!–~c! Critical external field~h! of the superconductiv-
ity nucleation as a function of the temperature:~a! for the parameter
t50, ~b! for the parametert50.2, and~c! for the parametert
50.4. ~d! Critical temperature of the superconductivity nucleati
as a function of the exchange interaction~the parametert) for h
50. The solid~dashed! lines correspond to superconducting nuc
ation at the domain boundaries~inside the domains!.
s

n

n-

tively weak applied field. Note that for the caset50 @see
Fig. 1~a!# we obtain the phase diagram of superconduct
film on a ferromagnet with a domain wall.

Finally we would like to discuss some estimates of t
physical parameters for the systems where the nucleatio
superconductivity at domain boundaries could be observa
Taking a magnetization of 4pM;2 kOe and a slope of the
temperature dependence of the upper critical field
dHc2 /dT;40 kOe/K for the case of UGe2,4,5 we obtain
DTc

orb;0.05 K. Thus, at zero external magnetic field t
increase in the temperature of superconductivity nuclea
at domain boundaries may be of the order ofdTc;0.02 K
;0.05 Tc . This estimate gives us a quite measurable te
perature interval. The parameters for URhGe~Ref. 6! are of
same order of magnitude. ForS/F heterostructures we ca
take, for example, the parameters ofNb (Tc;9 K and
dHc2 /dT;0.5 kOe/K) and typical values of magnetizatio
for ferromagnetic insulators of 4pM;1210 kOe. The re-
sulting increase in the critical temperature above a dom
wall is quite strong:dTc;1 –3 K. The thickness of a supe
conducting film must be much smaller than the distance
tween domains, and ideal conditions correspond to the th
ness of the order of several coherence lengths. So
conclude that the effects discussed above may be easily
served and could be quite important.

To summarize, we investigated the conditions for the
istence of localized triplet superconductivity at doma
boundaries in ferromagnetic superconductors. The app
ance of these localized superconducting nuclei should re
in a broadening of the superconducting transition probed
the resistivity measurements. In fact, the beginning of
resistivity decrease with the temperature decrease would
respond to the domain-wall superconductivity, while its co
3-3
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plete disappearance would signal the bulk superconducti
An external magnetic field would shrink the region
domain-wall superconductivity. The experimental obser
tion of the (H, T) diagram discussed above for UGe2 and
URhGe could provide arguments in favor of unconventio
pairing in these compounds, and permit one to determine
important parametert, describing the ratio of exchange an
orbital effects. Note, in conclusion, that the existence of
calized superconducting channels near the domain wall
S/F heterostructures can provide the interesting possibilit
realize a switching behavior, provided we can move the
romagnetic domain wall. The superconducting channe
.
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this case should follow the motion of the domain wall, whi
provides the possibility to control the conductance betwe
certain static leads.
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